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Over recent years, emerging interest has occurred in inte-

grating computer vision technology into the retail indus-

try. Automatic checkout (ACO) is one of the critical prob-

lems in this area which aims to automatically generate the

shopping list from the images of the products to purchase

(Figure 1(a)). The main challenge of this problem comes

from the large-scale and the fine-grained nature of the prod-

uct categories as well as the difficulty for collecting training

images that reflect the realistic checkout scenarios due to

continuous updates of the products. Despite its significant

practical and research value, this problem is not extensively

studied in the computer vision community, largely due to

the lack of a high-quality dataset. To fill this gap, in this

essay we propose a new dataset, i.e., RPC, to facilitate rel-

evant research. Compared with the existing datasets, ours

is closer to the realistic setting and can derive a variety of

research problems. Besides the dataset, we also benchmark

the performance on this dataset with a cross-domain detec-

tion baseline method. Our RPC dataset is already publicly

available at the website 1).

The RPC dataset enjoys the following characteristics.

• Large-scale. To collect this dataset, we choose 200

SKUs, which almost doubles the category size of previous

largest dataset, e.g., [1]. In total, we capture 83739 images

including 53739 single-product exemplar images, and 30000

checkout images. We also present comparisons with other

datasets in the literature (Figure 1(c)).

• Single-product exemplar images and checkout

images. In RPC, we collect two types of images. One type

is the exemplar image for every single product and the other

type is the checkout image taken at the checkout counter.

While the exemplar images capture the multi-view appear-

ances of the isolated SKU, the checkout images reflect real-

istic checkout scenarios where each image covers a variant

number of product instances.

• Hierarchical structure. The hierarchical structure of

product categories is another characteristic of RPC. The 200

SKUs can be categorized into 17 meta-categories that cover

diverse appearances, such as bottle-like, box-like, canister-

like, and bag-like. The SKUs under each meta-category tend

to be fine-grained. The hierarchical structure can be ex-

ploited, for example, as auxiliary supervision information

for advanced training or evaluation.

• Close to realistic checkout scenario. During the

construction of this dataset, we try our best to mimic the

realistic retail checkout scenarios to collect the checkout im-

ages. The products are randomly chosen and combined;

they are freely placed on the checkout background with ran-

dom orientations; occlusions and complex clutter are also

common in our dataset.

• Different clutter levels and illuminations. In

RPC, we split checkout images into three clutter levels based

on the number of SKUs and product instances in each im-

age. Such a clutter level annotation enables an in-depth

inspection of the model capacities. In addition, each check-

out image is acquired under three different illuminations.

• Weak to strong supervision. As shown in Fig-

ure 1(b), checkout images in RPC are provided with three

different types of annotations, representing the weak to

strong supervisions. (1) Shopping list, which records SKU

categories and count of each product instance in checkout

images. This is the weakest level of annotation and can

be easily obtained in practice. (2) Point-level annotation,

which provides the central position and SKU category of

each product in checkout images. (3) Bounding boxes, which

provide bounding box and SKU category for each product.

This is the most labor-intensive annotation.

The introduction of different types of annotations fur-

ther enriches the research directions that can be derived

from this dataset, e.g., research on multi-category count-
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Illustration of the automatic checkout (ACO) application scenario. When a customer puts his/her

collected products on the checkout counter, the system will automatically recognize each product and return a complete shopping

list with total price. (b) Weak to strong supervisions of our RPC dataset: from shopping list, points, to bounding boxes. All

checkout images in RPC are labeled with these three levels of annotations. (c) Comparisons with other related datasets in the

literature. (d) Pipeline of our baseline method for the ACO task.

ing and weakly supervised detection. Besides, we would

like to emphasize that, the ACO task does not essentially

require labor-intensive annotations (e.g., bounding boxes).

The shopping list annotation, as complete (but weak) su-

pervision, is also promising (but challenging) to solve ACO.

Usage. The ACO problem is an open problem and has

many potential solutions. To benchmark the proposed ACO

dataset, we consider a baseline approach which formulates

the ACO task from a cross-domain detection perspective.

We restricted ourselves to only using the annotations from

the single-product exemplar images, and we adopt feature

pyramid network [2] as the detector.

The checkout image contains multiple objects while the

exemplar image only has one. To reduce this gap, we pro-

pose to “copy-and-paste” the segmented isolated products

to create synthesized checkout images. For segmenting the

product instance, we adopt a salience-based object segmen-

tation approach [3] with conditional random fields [4] for

mask refinement. After the synthesis step, domain gap

still exists between the synthesized images and checkout im-

ages. It is easy to tell the difference between the images

from these two domains by observing lighting conditions or

shadow patterns. In order to render the synthesized images

more naturally similar to real checkout images, we employ

Cycle-GAN [5] to translate these images into the checkout

image domain. After that, we train detectors with both

the rendered images and the synthesized images. We use

it as our baseline. The pipeline of this method is shown in

Figure 1(d). For experimental results, the baseline method

achieves 56.68% ACO performance (see the website of RPC

for more details) on average over three clutter modes, which

shows the task is challenging and leaves substantial room

for improvement.

Although we tackle ACO with a cross-domain detection

strategy in our benchmark, there are many other possible

solutions. Moreover, other possible research directions can

be derived from RPC, to name a few. (1) Online learning

for ACO. One challenge of real-world ACO is that the new

product will be continuously added to the product list. Thus

it is desirable to find a way to quickly update the system

without retraining the model from scratch. (2) Using mixed

supervision from the checkout images. Our dataset provides

different levels of supervision for the checkout images. How

to leverage those annotations for better solving ACO is still

an open problem and needs more in-depth research. (3) As

a complementary dataset for other vision tasks. Although

our dataset is designed for ACO, it can also act as a dataset

for research areas such as object retrieval, few-shot/weakly-

supervised/fully-supervised object detection, since our an-

notations also include the ground truth location/bounding-

box of products in the checkout images.
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